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ABSTRACT

The results of calculations of the total muon capture rates in

heavy nuclei,taking into account the nucleon velocity-dependent terms in the

Fujii-Primakoff Hajniltonian and the effective mass of nucleons inside the nucleus,

are presented along trLth the recent experimental data. The results are in

general agreeemnt with experiment. However,they indicate a possible deviation

from SUCO symmetry and,in some nuclei, support the Salam-Strathdee idea of the

•vanishing of the Cabibbo angle at large magnetic fields.
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The study of the total muon capture rates in nuclei in general and in

heavy nuclei in particular has become important as there is an impressive

accumulation of experimental data vhich seems to indicate a deviation from
2)the semi-empirical formula of Prljiis.koff . The simple formula of Primakoff

has "been improved considerably by modifying the average neutrino energy

and by giving a better f i t to the experimental data using the parametrization
U)

scheme . However, the "basic underlying principle in a l l total muon capture

rate calculations is the use of closure approximation to sum over a l l the

possible final nuclear levels and the use of SU(M or supermultiplet symmetry.

The nucleon momentum-dependent terms in the Fujii-Primakoff Hamiltonian are not

taken into account in any of the calculations. They contribute about 15%

to partial muon capture rates and there is no reason to neglect them in the

study of total muon capture rates.

I t is the purpose of this note to study the total muon capture rates

taking into account the momentum-dependent terms and to include the recent

developments in the Cabibbo angle wherever necessary. First of a l l , we note

that the momentum-dependent terms can be considered to be a correction factor,

and to evaluate them one must assume a model for the nucleus. The shell

model approach becomes extremely complieated,for one must sum over the possible

final nuclear states. However, the expression for the correction can be

given,in general, by the expression

k Upi ( 1 )

with

and where

< •
Iv-r.

a n d

u Is the average neutrino energy,

G is the Fermi coupling constant,

g ,̂G are the muon capture coupling constants,

jaS is the init ial nuclear state,

M is the nucleon mass

| < | > | is the square of muon vave functions in K-orbit
11 averaged over nuclear volume •

We use the Fermi gas model to evaluate Q . Even though this, is a crude model,

ve, hope that the results will give an upper bound for the correction and for
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heavy nuclei} the Fermi gas model has been used to describe the quasi-elastic

electron scattering data with some success. In such a model, Q in Eq.(l)

assumes the simple form

1
2

(2)

where Z is the atomic charge and kf is the Fermi momentum. We have used

the recent quasi-elastic electron scattering data for k. .

The nuclei studied are
op

Zr, 2Th, 2 3 5U, 2 3 8U and
7) 92

We have shown that vhile in the case of ? Zr the inclusion of momentum-
dependent terms gives a better agreement with experiment, in the case of 93.Nb

we must rescale the total muon capture rate formula by dividing by cos 6 .
81 c81The r-scaling has been suggested by Watson basing on the Salam ana

1
rat
92

91 q-3
Strathdee theory and on the idea that "iTb can Toe considered to be a core92 9
of Zr and et proton with angular momentum I = h (J = ~], which then produces

15an intense magnetic field of the order of 10 gauss. In a similar way, we
OQ c OQ }i _L

can imagine U to be a core of U (spin 0 ) and a neutron of angular
1 2^9 238 +

- . „ ~ , vo )• Pu to be a core of Pu (spin 0 } and a neutron

of Jt = T (J = r ) • In such a case, following Hardy and Towner, intense

magnetic fields can be produced and a possible vanishing of the Cabibbo angle

may occur, hence requiring a rescaling of muon capture rate formula for these

nuclei. The numerical results are given in Table I .

From Table I , we see that the inclusion of momentum-dependent terms
gives a better agreement with experiment. For nuclei Nb, U and "PU the
reselling enhances the resul t . Even though the general agreement is bet ter ,
for Th and U the deviations are significant. The reason may be due to
the use of SUf*) symmetry in deriving the formula for total muon capture
ra tes . I t is to be noted here that the SUC+) symmetry has been proved to be
exact only for l ight closed shell nuclei. We wish to point out the use of
effective mass fornucleon M* instead of H in Eq.( l ) . In heftvy nuclei,where
the Fermi momentum is large (260 MeV/c), for the nucleon momentum-dependent
terms, i t is legitimate to use the effective mass (0.6 M) in nuclear matter.

To conclude, we find that the nucleon momentum-dependent terms are
significant and a rigorous derivation of the formula for total muon capture
rate is needed without assuming SUC*) symmetry for heavy nuclei. In some
nuclei, where there is a possibili ty of large magnetic fields, the vanishing
of the Cabibbo angle gives a better agreement with experiment.
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Table I

Total muon capture rates in some heavy nuclei.
The capture rates are given in 10^ sec"1.

nucleus

^ 0

238O

2 3 9Pu

Exper imental
capture rate

0.851 + 0.007 n '

1.04 ± 0.014 ^

1.S2 ± 0.03 1 2 )

1.29 ± 0.03 1 2*

1.32 ± 0.04 1 2'

1.33 ± 0.04 1 2'

Earlier
theory

0.8244

0.9500

1.1100

1.2000

1.0800

1.2800

Present
work

O.86T T'

0.992 T'

1.1500

1.2408

1.1200

1.3208

Hescaled value

(dividing ty cos£8c)

-

1.049

—

1.3500

"~

1.4400




